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West Palm Beach (September 30, 2015) – Nothing’s better than
improving business and personal relationships, and two new companies
are here to prove it. The Ronnie Walker Results Group (RWRG) and
the Better Lifestyle Business Development Group (BLBD) have
launched in efforts to offer strategic intervention and leadership
services to the community. The Ronnie Walker Results Group provides
clients with various means to “find solutions to interpersonal conflicts,
prevent violence, and achieve a more cohesive and civil community”.
Trained and certified by Anthony Robbins and Cloé Madanes,
Founders of the Robbins Madanes Center for Strategic Intervention,
have years of combined experience that allow them to unite to form a
field of strategic practice.
“The basic tenet is that individuals, relationships, organizations and community can be directed toward
positive change through strategic planning of skillful interventions” state the founders. The RWRG provides
personal and relationship development and coaching, business psychology, and business development to
work towards the goal of enhancing a person’s self and surroundings to help them enhance their community.
While the RWRG focuses on personal and interpersonal development, Better Lifestyle Business
Development focuses on influencing lives to grow leadership skills on a personal and organizational level.
Spearheaded by training from The John Maxwell Team, the BLBD uses various tools to provide clients
guidance on 3 levels. They work on a personal level primarily through coaching, an organizational level
through group training solutions, and even one-on-one sessions to help identify leadership styles. Along
with the primary levels, there is also a personal mentoring group available to take teachings to the next
stage.
The Ronnie Walker Results Group is open to the public and available for appointments by calling
888.280.4325 or 561.370.8713. For more information visit www.RonnieWalkerResultsGroup.com. Better
Lifestyle Business Development is also open and available for both group and personal appointments. For
more information, call 888.280.4325 or visit www.johncmaxwellgroup.com/RonnieWalker
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